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SOIvS ;iSESCTS OF THE FIGHTER EFFORT DURII^G Ti®

INITIiiL ST..GES OF . THE INV;.SION OF NORTH \1ffiST EUROEB.

1. The following recollections are drawn frora iny experiences ns Chief

of Staff of Jagdkorps H from 25th February to 25th June, I944- The invasion'

expected to materialize any day during this period, and consequently all
preparations bore the stamp of emergency measures. A study of meteorological

conditions, tides, etc* was undertaken by the Staff df Jagdfcorps II in order
to deterrhine the periods during v/hich an invasion was'most likely or unlikely.

These calculations, justified by the subsequent date of the invasion, r enabled
us to plan the disposition of our forces .and supplies.

By chance it v/as learned later- that the Supreme CoiiUiiand of the

Fleet had made similar calculations, and had apparently selected the period
^u^'ound the 8th June for the probable ccmmencenent of the ̂ invasion. In spite
cf several visits to the Naval Caimiand liQ. in the ̂ est, and to the H.Q» cf

Luftflotte 3 by the Chief of Staff of Jagdkorps II, neither of the Commands
infonjed him of their icieas on the subject.

As early as ..pril 1944, i-^ajor General Junck, Canr^iandi'ng Jagdkorps II,
repeatedly drew the attention of Luftflotte 3, °nd other authorities, including

the Supreme Ccmxiand of the Air Force, the ^Xr Force Operational Staff, and the

Air Officer for Fighters, to the fact, that the continuous nature of air'-operations
over France and Belgium indicated that the invasion was at hand, and that forces
end supplies should be dlocated accordingly. The enejoy was carrying out

systematic day and night baibing attacks on important military objectives in
the Western zones to an ever increasing extent, and the aim of the'Se attacks
was obvious.

was

2.

The objectives were attacked in the following order:-

Large marshalling yards,
Troop-encaj'^nents and large-scale troop-movements,

railway bridges,
particularly those ac.ross the Seine South of-Paris,
amunition and explosive dumps,
airfields and

radar stations.

Due to the inadequenoy of our'filter and flak defences and the
enomous scale on v/nich the attacks were conducted, the enemy obtained good

results everywhere. Only the attacks cn airfields remained relatively
ineffective due to the dispersal of our forces, (each airfield had 2-4
alternative landing grounds), effective oa:aouflage measures and the frequent
transfers of units to different airfields.

These attacks were evidently a systematic prsporation for the

Their most damaging effect on our anti-invasion plans resulted
fron the paralysis of the railway network, the destruction of all bridges
across the Seine South of Paris and the considerable dislocation yrought

in our aircraft reporting servicesr

invasion.

3* The figliter forces available were utterly insufficient; up to
the beginning of the invasion they cemprised 2 Gesohwaders* with a total
operational strength of 60-80 aircraft.

Prance since the beginning of the campaign in the West in 1940, having never
been withdrawn frera operations f or rest and reinforcement, and there, was in
consequence a grave shortage of Unit and subordinate-Ccr.iaonders.
were often led by a lieutenant (Pilot Officer); and Staffela by Warrant
Officers.

Both of these units had been in

Geschwouiers

/This

an explanation of Geir.ian Air Force Unitsc See Translation V
desi^ations.
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This resulted in a considerable decrease in striking pCrtver, and it v/as

decided to send one Gruppe at a tine frora each Geschwader back to the Jietz-Nancy
area for training under more peaceful conditions. In practise, these raeasures

proved abortive, as both Gruppen had to be en^loyed on continuous operations
against eneny aircraft in these areas.

The suggestion that these units night more profitably be transferred
to BoheiTiia or Silesia for training there v/as turned down by the ^i.ir Force

Operational Staff with the carc.ients that (a) no airfields were available, and
(b) that the .danger would exist of both Gruppen being incorporated into the
Reich Luftgau Coniiiand, and being therefore lost to Jagdlcorps II.
that such a step could have been averted by an order or even a telephone
call frcr.i the Air Force Operational Staff was quite obviously never taken
into consideration. At the end of April, therefore, the Coinmanding General
decided, despite .the critical situation, to transfer 1 Gruppe frerr each
Geschwader to the Bordeaux area for training there.

The fact

In the p.eantirre, 4 Geschv/aders under Jagdivisions 4-^nd 5 vvere
concentrated in the Paris ~ Lille area, no fighters being left in BrittJ^y
or on the Kediterranean coasts (with the exception of ssoall reserve training
units.in the latter area).

4.

It soon bec^e evident that the Lille area was too near the front

Fighter formations operating fron this 
as plots of eneiry aircraft were received if they were not to run the risk of
being pinned to the ground by eneny fighters waiting over the airfield at an
altitude of 2-3^000 metres, ready to attack frao  a superior position any

aircraft taxying to take off or actually taking off. Due to this, and
in spite of their jettison-tanlcs, our fighters often ran short of fuel
before the moment had come to attack the eneniy baaber forraations.

line. had to talce off as soonarea

Consequently Jagdkorps II suggested the withdrawal of the fighter
formations into the Relma-Creil-Romilly area; the-enlargement and improvement
of the ground organisation in this Sector had already "been begun before the

transfer was approved. In actual fact, the transfer did not take place,
as the beginning of the invasion necessitated a different course of action.

The cnlurgdoont of the ground organisation did not meet the
requirements of the air war. As mentioned above, our forces were gradually
forced to move Eastv/ards, Luftflotte 3, however, had constructed the
majority of the airfields in a belt approximately 100 kms long, running
parallel v/ith the Channel coast. Relatively few airfields were available
further inland on the Brussels - Reims - Orleans line, and practically none
at all in the Metz-Dijon - Limoges sector. Most of the existing airfields
in the rear were reserved for bcaribers and night fighters and were forbidden
to day filters.

5.

i:

Even the airfields, -which had long been earroarked for the emergency
day fighter- Geschv/aders from the Reich in the event of an invasion, such as

those in the Reims“Rcmilly ajrea, were ccsnpletely inadequate,
every case no H.Q. buildings had been constructed and dispersal points had

not been organised, there was a complete lack of splinter screens, trenches,
dug-outs, shelters, teleprinting ond wireless inst.'illations, and of
aniiiunition and fuel depots.

In cCbnost

provision of these elementary ^
was always that no personnel wo.s avaHa e

for constructional purposes, and no wire for the installation of signals
equipment.

To urgent requests for the
necessities, the reply received

Eventually, a systematic re-shui‘fle of forces was undertaken;

several airfields, in the vicinity of the coast and of great value to
the fighter forces, had the Atlantic Woll held, (which was t^en for ̂ .anted
at that tir.ie), were abandoned and their entire equipn^i^t including Flak
was installed on airfields in the rear.

/6.
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6. During JagdJcccTps II^s efforts to rouse the Luftgau Ccnrmanas from,
their stupor after 4 years of rest,' the fact that Fliegerkorps II was also
Operating in the West proved to be o. great advantage,
staff of Pliegerkorps II was able to deal with the question of the provision
of airfields, and at the same time look after the interests of Jagdkorps II,

Ammunition supplies v/ere a particular source of difficulty.
Assuming that the reserve fighter Gesohwaders from the Reich arrived on the
morning of the invasion, end were ready to be en^loyed on operations, it was
obvious that these units would run out of ammunition on the evening of the

second day. it was impossible to build up larger amj!iunition supplies
and in particular to ensure flexible distribution to all princip^ and
satellite airfields.

The administrative

7.

The suggestion that supply difficulties would ensue if railways
were put out of action, - in view of the impossibity of transporting supplies
by road during the day, - was never heeded. The allocation c£ ^ cm ammunition,
(the most severe bottleneck in Jagdkorps II in May) was just sufficient to allow
newly received aircraft to be tested and armed for a single sortie.reserve

When finally the anticipated shortage cf ammunition on the second day
did not materialize, it could be attributed solely to the fact that the
emergency reserve fighter G«schwaders which had been expected frem the Reich
failed to arrive.

8. In the transfer of several day fighter Gruppen from the Reich to
Prance, the indecision of the High Cesnmand led to certain unfortunate results.
Such large scale transfers of day-fighters were planned that with the exception
of the s.E, night-fighter Gruppen cf the former Jagddivision 30, and the T.E.
fighters whose operational value was doubtful, practically no dayfighter
defence forces remained v/ithin the Reich. This was considered to be justified

by the fact that no large-scale penetrations into the Reich were expected
during the beginning of the invasicn.

The longer, however, the invasion was postponed, the greater became
the influence of those who centended that the Reich should not be stripped of
its defences,
fighters in the Reich.

As a result, various measures were alopted which prevented filter
forces of a areasonably high standard frcjii being at the disposal of Jagdkorps II
daring the first days of the invasion.

Jagdkorps I, in particular, fou^t for the retention of day

(a) An order was' issued that transfer flights in the occupied Western
territories, including those of operational fighter units could only be
carried out frem 1 hour before sunset till 1 hour after sunrise, the
fighter units having to provide cover for the transport aircraft ond
employ their leading crews on these duties, Consequently the fomations
did not arrive on the morning of the first day of the invasion, but only

of the second day and in some cases even later.in the evening
Jagdkorps II had protested in vain that even in the twilight hours no
fighter cover was required for the JTJ. 52's which were in radio caamunioo^
tion with their ground stations.

(b) One Gruppe froii each Geschwader was ordered to remain in the Reich
this, alone reduced the operational strength by 30%,reserve imit;

as a

(o) 14 days before the invasion started, when the range of targets attacked
by the Anglo*/jnerican air forces left no do\&t as to the uj^gency of the
situation, Jagdkorps II had to cede 6 fully equipped! Staff els for the
defence of the Reich. As, at that tin^e, the Korps, consisting of 6
Geschwaders, had sent 2 Geschwaders South for refresher training,
(see (3) supra). 4 operational Geschwaders remained with on
operational strength otf 20 aircraft to each Geschwader,

average

/After
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iifter the cession of these 6 Staff els, the operational strength of the

Korps sank to 50 aircraft, and it was with these forces that Jagdko'rps II entered
the battle on the first day of the invasion, during which the enemy eri'5>loyed a
total of 7,500 aircraft,

On the day on v/hich the above units were transferred to the Reich,

Jagdkbrps II sent on urgent request to Luftflotte 3, asking that reinforcements
be sent to Prance before oil traffic and supply lines had been destroyed.
To this no answer was received, and in ony case the cafunencement of the
invasion Uf days later rendered pointless any further action on this point.

9.

It was therefore not surprising that the opinion prevailed m
Jagcikorps II that the possibility of on invasion was no longer seriously
considered by the High Command. l had this confirmed later on during a talk

with the A.O.C. XIV pliegerkorps who, at the end of May, had been asked by the
Chief of Air Stoff whether or not he still believed in an invasion.'

10,

Our cwn day fighter forces, which were particulcurly weak at the
beginning, were at first employed exclusively on low-level-attacks on lending-

craft, and landing points, snd as fighter cover for the fighter bcr.iber folia
tions of Pliegerkorps II which were attacking the seune objectives. The success
of these operations, however, was only negligible. Often the enemy s supericar
fighter defence intercepted our own fo3:iations before they could reach the
invasion front, and after the latter had run out of armnunition and fuel they xfere

forced to return without having carried out their actual mission. Out oi the
first 12 fighter bomber attacks carried out by all servioeoble aircraft of
Jagdkorps II and Pliegerkorps II only in 2 attacks did our aircraft penetrate
over the frontline. During the other sorties, the boinbs had to be released
over our own territory so that our aircraft could tEOce up fighter combat.

11.

_  In view of the hopelessness of attacking large twin and four-engined
formations with strong fighter cover, attempts were mode during these to
single out straggling or isolated aircraft for attack. These
™th a certain amount of suooesa but our own forces suffered from the ste^Uy
deteriorating quality of the air situation plots, due to the destruction of
many radar stations, and from the lack of aLquate training among the younger
pilots.

12.

Apart from operations against artillery spotting aircrof^the defence
of the main Army supply lines by^i^ter bombers and low-flying aircraft beoamg
of the utmost importance.

13.

Both Fieltoarshal Eundstedt and pieldmarshol

tteir appreciation of this absolutely necessary ™d
they nevertheless failed to silence the oriticisra of ’

prevodent.

a

of

mu r. . 1-* ..^o inAmsclf dejiianded victories
The Supreme Commander of the Air Force iwi proportion of

a scale considered unachievable by the ●^^^^033 of sane 50 aircraft

have annlMlatod ox figh^^^ defeLes.

on

mu - . X um,«over sjiiall a fighter force may
Wo -14. ● ™ P^^^ciple was adhered to that h ^ eneriiy and in hampering
h-is -r ^ value in surprise actions ^ aircraft were however
hia freedom of action. Against the eneiiO^ force would have absolutely
the j^nimujn that could be employed. smaller
no effect , and would suffer high losses.

actuation appeared to be far
In the field of night fighting, _ front at the end of February,

^ arrived on the Westu ((j.C.I.) operaticsis
night fighter octivitles-atere restricted to f ^ ,

HZ
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along the Eastern frontier of France, approximately along a line running fran
St.Troncl over Plorennes to Dijen, and to the interception of the incasing
bomber stre an.

By their own untiring efforts, and with the support of the Night
Fighter Command of Luftflotte 3, Jagdkorps II succeeded in^ building up a
night fighter organization which, at the beginning of the invasion, covered
the whole of Northern France, i. e. the area North East of the line Rennes**
Tours-Lyon, ajid would have permitted single-seater night fighter operations
to be carried out over the defence zone on both sides of the Same from St.Pol
to Aumale had the necessary aircraft boon available.

Our numerical inferiority had no noticeably unfavourable effect ®
night fighter operations, as single night fighter aircraft can easily infiltrate
into a dense streojn of bcsibers, whereas day fighters cannot. The considerable

France are all the more remarkable

15.

successes achieved by our night fighters over . i, ●  t j u
considering the very shallow enemy penetration whxch these raids involved,and
the speed with v^ioh our pilots had consequently to act.

time which elapsed between the enemy take off and
where Paris was the target, necessitated

precautionary state of readiness of
Our fighters usually took off in wo.ves,

Lsjudged, the second wave could still engage the

e
and a

The short space of
the actual bombing,

early taice off by
all wireless beacons around Paris,
so that should the target be mi _
enemy over the real target.

for instanc
fighters

as
an our

The funda^-nental attitude of the Luftflotten Kani.ando Reich_ under
whose caimand Jagdkorps I operated was even more clearly visible in night
fighting than i^lSy^ightSg tactics. ^ The 0~d regarded all defensive
operations over Franco os wrong strategically, believing it preferable to
build up sucra strong fighter defence over the Reich that the ene^ would
no longer risk penetrating into German territory. However desirable a
successful defeLron theL lines would have been, at was clearly mpossaUe at
a time when thrinvading amies had to be fought. A certain amourt of frtctxon
consequently tSosr^twfen the various JageUcorps, the main result of which was
to affect adversely the flying units.

16,

I sur.marise briefly my experiences of

the period of preparation and execution of the fighter defence
invasion front^ and of which only the most important have been mentioned in
this Survey,

In conclusion, I should like to17.

'■'here was no definite and overall oo.m,iand. The ^sults of this were
tlZ Indirtaual Co..Kond H.Q. 's had no unifo™ situation reports to
help them to deteniiine their future tactics, and that the
aSninlsrrative measures for ground orgonisatics, and supply were
often confused and inadequate.

1.

reinf arcements to make good last minuteLuftflotte 3 was given no
deficiencies in its fighter organisation.

2.

Finally, as the enemy's successes were in l^ge p^t due to the Allied
air forces our own fighter force became the universal scapegoat,
and was blined for every set-back and loss.

5.

Distribution:

Same as Translation No*VI!l/14*
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